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his article describes the revenues
o f Montana’s state and local gov
ernments and compares them with
other states. It is based on a
presentation made at a tax conference
sponsored by the University of
Montana and Montana State
University, held in Helena September
5-6. The presentation was intended to
help answer one o f the most
controversial questions about our
revenue system: Is Montana a high
tax state?
Montana media frequently report
the remarks (and statistics) o f citizens
and public officials alleging that
Montana is a high or low tax state.
The facts appear to conflict. In this
article, we try to clarify why the facts
can support opposing claims.
Taxes are an important public
policy issue for several reasons. If
Montana taxes are high it may mean
that we are spending too much on
government goods and services with
too little left over to be spent
privately. On the other hand, high
taxes in Montana could reflect the
extra costs o f providing roads, schools,
and other services in a sparsely
populated state. Another hypothesis is
that Montanans are getting the public
services they prefer and are paying the
price for them. Taxes also affect
Montana’s ability to compete with
other states for new and expanding
businesses; so does the level o f public
services. While distance to markets,
the availability and wages o f labor of
various skill classes, and other factors
play important roles in business
location choices, taxes can be a
decisive factor. If taxes are sufficiently
high with relatively few services
provided to business, then Montana
will find it difficult to compete with
its neighbors. Finally, high tax rates
reduce economic efficiency because
they discourage people from engaging
in taxed activities and provide
incentives for participation in
“underground” or nontaxed activities
instead.
Certainly, then, taxes can, in
principle, be so high that they are
destructive o f the welfare o f the
people o f Montana. At the same time,
most observers would agree that taxes
can, in principle, be too low, so that
public services are inadequately
funded. Determining the “correct”
level for taxes and expenditures is an
extremely difficult problem, and one
that is beyond the scope o f this

article. Instead, our more limited goal
is to examine the objective evidence
about how Montana taxes compare
with national averages and
surrounding states. This information
should clarify in what sense, if any,
Montana is a high or low tax state
and how our taxes affect our ability
to compete.
No one measure or indicator is
necessarily the best for determining
how high Montana taxes are. One
problem is to decide just what “taxes”
should be included. Should we use a
narrow definition or should we also
include all o f the user fees and other
monies that state and local
governments have available to spend?
This question is important for
comparisons across states because
states differ in the extent that they
rely on user fees versus taxes. Should
we include severance taxes or leave
them out on the grounds that they are
mostly exported out o f state?
Several additional questions arise in
making comparisons over time. First,
because o f inflation, a dollar
represents very different amounts of
purchasing power in different years.
All money magnitudes in this article
are presented in inflation-adjusted
1985 dollars. Second, the Montana
economy has grown over time, both in
terms of population and income per
capita. Simply comparing total taxes
in two different years does not give a
meaningful measure o f the tax burden
on individual Montanans because the
number o f Montanans has changed
and so has their ability to pay. We
present data on various measures of
taxes in two basic ways: taxes, divided
by population, and taxes as a
percentage o f income. The second
measure is generally preferable to the
first since it expresses taxes relative to
a measure o f ability to pay. Montana
income is not, however, a completely
broad measure o f the tax base
because much o f the income from
natural resource extraction accrues to
nonresidents. The last section of this
article examines Montana taxes in
relation to a broader measure o f
Montana’s “fiscal capacity.”
As to what exactly should be
counted as “taxes,” there is no simple
answer. We present a number of
indicators below that provide helpful
information for answering seven
possible questions:
1. Is Montana a high revenue state?
Are state and local revenues
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3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

including taxes, user fees, federal
transfers, interest, and all other
sources o f revenue high relative to
other states? This is the broadest
measure o f the total amount of
resources that are absorbed by
state and local governments.
Is Montana a high tax state? If
we include all tax revenues, but
exclude other sources o f revenue,
are Montana’s taxes high relative
to other states?
Is Montana a high property tax
state? A great deal o f the
controversy has been over
property taxes. While many
Montanans seem to think their
property taxes are high, some
people who move here from other
states think they are low. What is
the evidence?
Is the direct burden of Montana’s
taxes on individuals and families
high? How does Montana
compare with other states when
individual income, property, sales,
and motor vehicle taxes are
added together?
Is Montana a high tax state if
natural resource taxes are
excluded? Some argue that
natural resource taxes are not
borne by Montanans and should
not be counted in measures of
taxes on Montanans.
Are business taxes high in
Montana? Does Montana
discourage economic development
by levying taxes that are high
relative to other states?
How does Montana rank in tax
capacity or tax base and tax
effort? This last measure examines
Montana taxes in relation to a
measure o f its tax base, rather
than per capita or as a fraction of
income.

Is Montana a high revenue
state?
Figure 1 displays the sources of
Montana combined state and local
revenues. These include taxes,
transfers from the federal government,
user fees and charges, revenues from
liquor stores and utilities, payments to
employee insurance and retirement
trusts, and interest and miscellaneous
revenue sources. In 1984, taxes were
42 percent o f total state and local
revenues, followed by 18 percent each
from the federal government and
interest and other miscellaneous
revenues.
3

**Montana is a high revenue state, ranking fourteenth in per
capita revenues and fifth in revenues as a percentage o f
personal income.
While taxes are a major source o f
revenue in all states, not all rely on
them to the same degree. For all state
and local governments in the nation,
nearly one-half o f revenues come from
taxes. Compared to the United States,
taxes are a smaller part o f revenue in
Montana and its neighboring states o f
Idaho, Wyoming, and North Dakota.
Transfers from the ‘federal
government are higher than average
in all four states. Interest payments
and other miscellaneous sources of
revenue are relatively more important
in Montana and Wyoming and user
fees are higher than average in North
Dakota and Idaho.
The mix o f revenue sources is
important. It is misleading to simply
compare any given revenue source
across states. For example, a state
that relies relatively heavily on user
fees may appear to be a low tax state
even though it is obtaining the same
total amount o f revenues from its
citizens as another state that relies less
heavily on user fees and more heavily
on taxes themselves. Federal transfers
have been a stable source o f revenue
for Montana in the past. However,
that can change quickly with
congressional or administrative action.
User fees have been favorably viewed
as a way o f making those who
demand services pay the cost of
providing them. But revenue from
user fees is typically dedicated to

particular activities, and this limits
their usefulness as a source o f revenue
for other government functions.
Interest from trust funds depends on
the market interest rate, inflation,
and the management o f the funds.
Interest rates have declined sharply in
the last two years, and this has been
one factor contributing to the current
fiscal crisis.
How much total revenue is
available to finance Montana state
and local governments? Table 1
compares Montana to surrounding
states and the U.S. average. Indeed,
Montana is a high revenue state,
ranking fourteenth in per capita
revenues and fifth in revenues as a
percentage o f personal income.
Montana ranks higher when revenues
are compared to income because
Montana per capita income is lower
than the U.S. average. Wyoming is
the only one o f our neighbors to rank
higher; North Dakota is a bit lower,
and South Dakota and Idaho are
ranked much lower.
Additional evidence that Montana
is a high revenue state is provided by
the Advisory Commission on
Intergovernmental Relations (ACIR).1
These rankings include only general
‘Advisory Commission on
Intergovernmental Relations (ACIR),
Significant Features o f Fiscal Federalism,
1985-86 ed. (Washington, D.C., 1986),
1982.

Figure 1
Montana Revenue Sources
State and Local Government
1984

revenues: transfers from the federal
government, taxes, user fees, and
miscellaneous revenues are included,
but receipts o f employee retirement
funds, other trusts, and liquor stores
and utilities are excluded. These data
show Montana revenues to be the
seventh highest on a per capita basis
and third highest as a fraction o f
personal income.
Per capita general revenues in
Montana, adjusted for inflation,
increased just over 50 percent between
1970 and 1984 (figure 2). Total taxes
increased $282 per person or about 27
percent. Federal transfers per person
fluctuated between $454 in 1970 and
$728 in 1978, ending up at $558 in
1984, an increase o f 23 percent. Per
capita user charges and miscellaneous
revenues grew from $281 to $804, an
increase o f 186 percent. The largest
sources o f user fees are charges for
education and hospitals; interest is the
largest item o f miscellaneous revenues.

Is Montana a high tax state?
Now let’s compare taxes only. Figure
3 displays the sources o f tax revenues
in Montana and neighboring states.
One striking feature is the heavy
dependence on the property tax in
Montana. This is also true of
Wyoming, where property taxes per
capita in 1983-84 were 86 percent
greater than in Montana. Both
Montana and Wyoming have
substituted property taxes for other
T able 1
State and Local Revenue
Montana Com pared to Selected States
and the United States
(Fiscal Year 1984)
Revenue
Revenue
per $1,000
per
of Personal
Person Rank Income Rank
Montana
$3,101 14
North Dakota 3,075 16
South Dakota 2,577 32
Wyoming
5,656 2
Idaho
2,162 45
U.S. average
2,844 —

$294
233
227
412
187

5
10
13
2
33

205

—

s

Source: U.S. Department of Commerce,
Bureau of the Census, Survey o f Current
Business (August 1985), table 24.
Note: Per capita data are in 1985 dollars.
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4<Whether measured on a per capita basis or as a percentage

o f personal income, Montana’s taxes are similar to North
Dakota’s, much less than Wyoming’s, and much more than
South Dakota’s and Idaho’s.
tax sources. Most notably, Wyoming
has no income tax and Montana has
no sales tax. Furthermore, ad valorem
mineral taxes make up significant
amounts of the property tax in both

states. Thus, the characteristics of the
economies have helped shape their tax
systems.
Property taxes are the major source
o f revenue o f local governments in

Figure 2
General Revenue Sources o f Montana
State and Local Governments
1970-1984

Source: U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census, Governmental
Finances, 1970-84, and State Government Tax Collections, 1970-84.

Figure 3
Percentage of Revenue from Each
T ax Source
1984

PERCENTAGE OF
STATE & LOCAL TAX REVENUE

Montana and surrounding states. The
state portion o f property taxes was
only 8 percent in Montana in
1983-84. The other major source of
tax revenue for local government in
Montana is motor vehicle licenses.
Thus, property tax relief in Montana
and other states would result in
reductions in local government
services unless another revenue source
were substituted.
In figure 3, we saw that tax
revenues have grown over time but
more slowly than total revenues.
While per capita tax revenues,
adjusted for inflation, grew 27 percent
from 1970 to 1984, per capita
personal income grew 24 percent. As
a result, total taxes as a fraction of
personal income remained
approximately constant.
Tables 2 and 3 display measures of
Montana’s tax level. Tax revenue has
averaged about 13 percent o f personal
income, and this makes Montana one
o f the top half dozen states. Relative
to the nation as a whole, revenue per
dollar of income is 110 to 120 percent
o f the U.S. average. Total taxes per
Montanan were $1,313 in 1984 when
measured in dollars of 1985
purchasing power. Montana ranked
twentieth among the states at 94
percent o f the U.S. average.
Montana’s rank has fallen in recent
years as the gap between per capita
income in Montana and the rest of
the country has widened.
Table 4 compares these measures of
tax burden to those for surrounding
states. Whether measured on a per
capita basis or as a percentage of
personal income, Montana’s taxes are
similar to North Dakota’s, much less
than Wyoming’s, and much more
than South Dakota’s and Idaho’s.
Is Montana a high tax state? The
comparisons o f tax revenue as a
fraction o f income say yes. But, on a
per capita basis, Montana is above the
middle, but not at the top.

Is Montana a high property tax
state?
Source: U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census, Governmental
Finances, 1983-84.
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The level o f property taxes is
controversial in Montana. What do
the data show?
5

6*[Housing and Urban Development data] . . . do not
support the contention that Montana property taxes on
families are high relative to those in other states.
Montana gets nearly one half o f its
tax revenue from property taxes (table
5). This rate o f dependence is much
higher than the national average;
Montana is second only to New
Hampshire by this measure.
Montana’s property taxes per person
have risen about 8 percent since 1970
after adjustment for inflation. In 1970
they were $559. They have moved up
and down in a fairly narrow range
and were $606 in 1984.
Montana ranks very high in other
comparisons, too. Omitting Alaska,
Hawaii, and the District o f Columbia,
Montana ranks seventh in property
tax revenue per capita and second in
property tax revenue as a fraction of
income (ACIR, p. 183). By all of
these measures, Montana appears to
be a high property tax state.

For individuals and families, is
Montana a high tax state?
The major beneficiaries of
government services are individual
residents o f the state. Most public
services are concentrated in education,
streets and highways, welfare, sewage
and sanitation, and hospitals.
However, it is difficult to separate
taxes paid by individuals from taxes
paid by business in published data. It
is also difficult to separate resident
from nonresident taxes. Simply
comparing tax rates across states is
sometimes misleading because states
differ in the way they define the tax
base, and because states rely on
different taxes to different degrees, as
we have seen. Nevertheless, it is useful
to try to compare the direct burdens
on families across states.
Three measures o f tax burdens on
families are presented here. The first
considers the property tax on single
family homes, the second examines
the individual income tax, and the
third examines the burden o f a
collection o f taxes on “representative”
families.
• Property Taxes. The U.S.
Department o f Housing and Urban
Development collects data on property
taxes and market values o f single
family homes with existing FHA
insured mortgages. While not
necessarily representative o f taxes on
6

all residents, they are one o f the few
data sets that are comparable across
states. Effective property tax rates are
computed by dividing property taxes
by the market value o f the home.
These data place Montana twentieth
among forty-six states surveyed and
about 7 percent below the national
average in 1984. They do not support
the contention that Montana property
taxes on families are high relative to
those in other states.
• Individual Income Taxes.
Revenues from Montana’s individual
(or personal) income tax in 1984 were
2.1 percent o f personal income or
$213 per capita in 1985 dollars.
Montana’s rankings were twenty-ninth
and twenty-fifth, respectively, among
the 48 states (ACIR, p. 183).
• Taxes on Representative Families.
Another way to compare the direct
tax burdens on families is to calculate
the taxes that would be paid in each
state by a representative family. A
T able 2
Montana’s Rank and Index Based on
T a x Revenue as a Percentage o f
Personal Incom e
(1981-1984)

Percentage
Rank among
states
Indexed to
U.S. average

1981

1982

1983

1984

12.9

13.1

12.6

12.9

5

3

4

6

114

120

114

110

Source: Advisory Commission on Intergovern
mental Relations (ACIR), Significant Features
o f Fiscal Federalism, 1985-86 ed.
(Washington, D.C., 1986), pp. 52-53.
Note: All ratings exclude Alaska, Hawaii, and
the District of Columbia. U.S. averages do in
clude these three.
T able 3
Per Capita Montana State
and Local T ax Collections
(1981-1984)
1981 1982 1983 1984
Rank among states 14-15 11-13 17 20
Indexed to
U.S. average
101 105 97 94
Source: Advisory Commission on Intergovern
mental Reladons (ACIR), Significant Features
o f Fiscal Federalism, 1985-86 ed.
(Washington, D.C., 1986), p. 51.
Note: Multiple entries, such as “11-13," in
dicate Montana tied with one or more other
states.

representative family is characterized
for analytical purposes by specific
assets, income, spending, and family
members. That composite is used to
calculate the total taxes paid in each
state. The most recent and
comprehensive study o f this type was
published in June 1986.2
. The hypothetical family
composition in this study is a two
parent, two child family with one
wage earner. Five different levels of
gross income are compared ranging
from $15,000 to $75,000. Income
consists o f a combination o f wages,
interest, and capital gains with the
mixture depending on the income
level. Each family is assumed to own
a home. A set o f itemized deductions
2Tax Rates and Tax Burdens in the
District o f Columbia: A Nationwide
Comparison (Washington, D.C.:
Government of the District of Columbia,
June 1986).
T able 4
Montana’s Taxes Com pared
with N eighboring States, 1984
Tax Revenue
Tax Revenue as Percentage of
per Capita Personal Income
Amount Rank Amount Rank
Montana
$1,313
North Dakota 1,374
South Dakota 1,007
Wyoming
2,579
Idaho
982

20
17
42
1
44

12.9
11.5
10.0
20.9
10.1

6
21
41
1
40

Source: Advisory Commission on Intergovern
mental Relations (ACIR), Significant Features
o f Fiscal Federalism, 1985-86 ed.
(Washington, D.C., 1986), p. 182.
Note: Per capita data are in 1985 dollars.
T a b le 5
Montana’s Dependence on
the Property T ax
1981-1984
Perceiitage of
A ll Tax Revenue
1981 1982 1983 1984
Montana
U.S. average
Montana’s rank

47.8
30.7
2

47.4
30.8
2

47.5
31.4
2

46.2
30.1
2

Source: Advisory Commission on Intergovern
mental Relations (ACIR), Significant Features
o f Fiscal Federalism, 1985-86 ed.
(Washington, D.C. 1986), p. 57.
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“ Another way to compare the direct tax burdens on families
is to calculate the taxes that would be paid in each state by
a representative family
is assumed. Deduction o f federal
income tax on state income tax
returns was included in the
calculations for those states which
permitted the deduction.
Taxes included were state and local
individual income taxes, real and
personal property taxes, general sales
and use taxes, and various auto taxes
including the gasoline tax, registration
fees, and excise taxes. These taxes
represent over 75 percent o f all taxes
collected by state and local
governments in a typical year.
Cigarette, liquor, and taxes on public
utility bills were not included in the
study.
The tax burdens for these
“representative” families were
calculated for the largest city in each
state (Billings in Montana) and the
District of Columbia. The estimated
tax burdens varied greatly. New Jersey
took top “honors” with a tax burden
of over 19 percent of income. Results
from Montana ranged from 5.8
percent for the lowest income level
($15,000) to 7.8 percent for the top
income level ($75,000). Montana
ranked ninth on an index of
progressivity.
Table 6 compares Montana’s
rankings to its neighbors. Montana’s
tax burden on families is well below
the median at every level of income.
Wyoming has the lowest or nearly the
lowest level o f taxes on families
among all fifty states. North Dakota,
South Dakota, and Idaho all levy
somewhat higher taxes on low income
families than does Montana, but
North and South Dakota’s taxes are
lower at the highest income levels.

These measures have their
limitations, o f course. Not everyone
lives in a single family home in a city.
The study only represents wage and
salary workers. It would be useful to
have similar studies for families and
individuals that have small businesses
or are in agriculture. Regardless, the
study suggests that Montana’s direct
tax burden on families is actually
below the median at every income
level.
We have shown, so far, that Montana
is a high tax state whether measured
by total revenues, general revenues,
tax revenues, or property tax
revenues, especially when these are
expressed relative to income. At the
same time, this last section has
suggested that taxes on families are
not high. How can this discrepancy be
resolved? Clearly, Montana must
receive higher than average amounts
o f revenue from other sources. There
are three fairly obvious possibilities.
One is that agriculture bears a large
portion o f the tax burden.
Unfortunately we do not have data to
compare the tax treatment of
agriculture across states. A second
possibility is that taxation o f natural
resources, with which Montana is
unusually well endowed, explains the

discrepancy. A third possibility is that
nonagricultural, nonresource
businesses pay high rates of taxation.
We investigate the second and third
possibilities below.

Taxes on natural resources
aside, is Montana a high tax
state?
Montana is a natural resource state.
As energy development increased in
the 1970s, the tax base was expanded.
Revenue from resource taxes grew
significantly from the early 1970s
through 1984 (figure 4).
The natural resource taxes shown in
figure 4 are the net and gross
proceeds taxes and severance taxes.*
Revenues from natural resources also
show up in other categories: interest
and miscellaneous includes interest
earned on invested coal trust monies;
Montana receives royalties and
bonuses on federally and state leased
minerals and payments in lieu of taxes
(PILT) funds oh untaxed land due to
federal ownership. Our analysis below
only considers proceeds and severance
taxes.
*Net and gross proceeds taxes are levies on
the production of coal mines and oil and
gas wells that substitute for property tax
payments on the values of the mines or
wells themselves.

Figure 4
Contribution of Severance and
Proceeds-Based Taxes to Montana Revenue
1970-1984

T able 6
Ranking of Tax Burden
on Representative Families
Montana and Neighboring States, 1984
Income Level
$15,000
25,000
35,000
50,000
75,000

MT

ND

SD WY ID

41
38
36
35
34

39
41
42
42
42

21
30
38
41
41

48
48
50
50
50

35
28
26
27
25

Source: Tax Rates and Tax Burdens in the
District o f Columbia: A Nationwide Com
parison (Washington, D.C.: Government of
the District of Columbia, June 1986).

Source: U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census, Governmental
Finances, 1970-84, and State Government Tax Collections, 1970-84.
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“ When severance taxes alone are subtracted from tax revenues
from each state, Montana € rank f o r per capita tax revenues
falls from twentieth to twenty-ninth.99
The argument for excluding natural
resource tax revenues from estimates
o f the tax burden is, o f course, that
the taxes on these commodities are
not borne by Montanans. Economic
theory suggests that the burden o f
taxes on immobile resources like oil,
gas, and coal will be borne in part by
the owners o f the resources and in
part by the purchasers.4 Excluding
natural resource taxes amounts to
assuming that Montanans are neither
the owners nor the purchasers. Most
natural resources are indeed exported
to other states, so that seems a safe
assumption. Patterns o f ownership are
much more complex, however. Some
resource rights are owned by the
federal government and some by
corporations whose stockholders are
mainly nonresidents, but some
Montanans have retained ownership
or receive royalties based on the
resource price. These Montanans may
bear some o f the burden from natural
resource taxes, but we do not have
data to determine how much. In
addition, Montanans bear some
burden if resource taxes lower the
level o f production and hence reduce
job opportunities and the overall level
o f economic activity. How much taxes
affect the level o f activity is much
disputed, and we do not try to answer
this question in this article. Our
assumption here is that all natural
resource taxes are exported.
Here is how the 1984 per capita tax
burden on Montanans changes under
this assumption:
Total taxes
Less proceeds taxes
Less severance taxes
Net taxes

$1,313
'M a l i 6
-rl81
$1,016

These data imply that 23 percent of
the tax burden is exported, or that
Montanans pay only 77 percent o f all
Montana taxes. If other natural
resource tax revenues were available,
the fraction paid by Montanans would
be further reduced.
Specifically, the tax burden on owners is
determined by ownership at the time the
tax is imposed or changed, for it will tend
to be capitalized into the value of the
resource.
8

Subtracting natural resource taxes
affects comparisons o f Montana with
other states. Net and gross proceeds
taxes from other states are not
available, but severance tax data are
(ACIR, p. 187). When severance taxes
alone are subtracted from tax
revenues from each state, Montana’s
rank for per capita tax revenues falls
from twentieth to twenty-ninth. Its
rank for taxes as a percentage o f
income falls from six to twenty-third.
Net and gross proceeds taxes are
formally counted as parts of property
taxes, and this helps to explain why
Montana’s property taxes appear to be
so high. These taxes were 19 percent
o f property tax revenues in 1984. If
they are excluded, Montana’s property
tax revenues per person fell from $607
to $490 (both in 1985 dollars), and as
a percentage o f income from 6
percent to 5 percent. Even without
adjusting the figures for other states,
however, Montana’s property tax
revenues remain high per capita and
as a fraction of income.
Revenues from natural resource
taxes thus explain much o f the
discrepancy between rankings based
on total tax revenues or property taxes
and rankings based on taxes on
families. It is likely that if we were
able to exclude net and gross proceeds
taxes as well, these findings would be
strengthened.5
Total tax revenues per person less
severance and proceeds taxes have
declined since 1972 (figure 4). From a
high o f $1,176 in 1972, net taxes per
capita have fallen 16 percent to
$1,016 in 1984. They remain slightly
above the 1970 level o f $988. As a
percentage o f personal income, tax
revenues less these resource taxes have
fallen from 11.1 percent to 9.3
percent.

5We cannot be certain, however, since
subtracting net and gross proceeds taxes
would also lower the measured burdens in
other states. Montana's ranking would
tend to fall if we collect more proceeds
taxes per capita or as a fraction of income
than do the states now ranked
immediately below us.

Are Montana’s business taxes
high?
Taxes paid by businesses are one
factor affecting their location choices.
Excessively high tax rates discourage
firms from locating in particular
states and reduce the level o f
econom ic activity with effects on jobs,
property values, and derivative
industries. Are Montana’s taxes on
business high relative to those in other
states?
Unfortunately, there is no simple
way to answer this question.
Businesses are subject to a wide
variety o f taxes — corporate income,
property, severance, gross receipts,
sales and use, and payroll taxes. Rates
for the individual taxes vary greatly
across states, and the liability o f a
firm varies a great deal with the
nature o f its business. Natural
resource firms, for example, may be
affected mostly by severance and
property taxes. A labor intensive
manufacturing firm may be more
concerned about payroll, gross
receipts, and sales taxes. Thus a single
state’s tax climate may be very
attractive for one type o f firm while
extremely discouraging for a firm in a
different line o f business.
This section reviews fragmentary
and incomplete evidence on the tax
treatment o f business in Montana.
First, the structure o f the Montana
corporate income tax is compared
with that in other states. Second, we
review a study from the Utah State
Tax Commission o f business taxes in
eight mountain states. W e wish to
emphasize that few general
conclusions can or should be drawn
from the material presented in this
section.
Corporate income taxes are applied
to the profits or net income of
incorporated businesses.6*Five states,
including Wyoming and South
Dakota, have no corporate income tax
at all, and Michigan imposes a value
added tax. These are two important
factors in computing corporate
income taxes — the tax rate and how
profits are measured. Montana applies
6A11 data on corporate income tax rates
are from ACIR, pp. 103-106. They are
current as of October 1985.
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4 Revenues from natural resource taxes explain much o f the

discrepancy between rankings based on total tax revenues or
property taxes and rankings based on taxes on families.33
a flat tax rate o f 6.75 percent to
corporate profits. Many states use
graduated tax rates that vary with the
level o f profits so that comparisons are
difficult. However, twenty-five states
have flat or maximum rates that
exceed Montana’s, while thirty-one
have flat or minimum rates that are
less than Montana’s. Thus, Montana
appears to be somewhere near the
middle on this score.
Most states, including Montana,
allow firms to depreciate their assets
using the Accelerated Cost Recovery
System enacted by the federal
government in 1986. Thirteen states
do not use ACRS, and their
depreciation schedules generally
increase the tax burden on business.
Six states, including North Dakota,
allow federal income taxes to be
deducted on state returns. Montana
does not. Eight states, including
Montana, use worldwide unitary
apportionment to determine state
profits, although it is scheduled to
end or become optional in the near
future in four of these states.
Very little can be concluded from
these data except, o f course, that less
tax is better from a business
standpoint than more tax so long as
the public services to businesses and
their employees continue.
A survey performed in 1980-81 for
the Utah State Tax Commission
compared the taxes that would be
paid by eight firms (which were
actually operating in Utah) if they
had been located in each o f eight
mountain states — Arizona, Colorado,
Idaho, Montana, Nevada, New
Mexico, Utah, and Wyoming.7 The
eight corporations included large and
small metal mining, coal mining, oil
and gas producing, and electronics
manufacturing industries. Modified
Utah tax returns and additional
relevant information for each of the
corporations were sent to the research
sections of each of the several other
states where they computed taxes for
7Utah State Tax Commission, Mountain
States Business Tax Climate Survey,
1980-81, Research Publication 84-4, 1984.
The Montana portion was done through
the cooperation of Teresa Olcott Cohea,
then of the Montana Department of
Revenue.

corporations according to each state’s
tax laws. The taxes included were
corporate income, property, sales and
use, and severance taxes.
The advantage o f this type o f study
is that it incorporates nearly all o f the
taxes that businesses pay: it is the
total tax burden — not that from any
one tax — that will affect a firm’s
location choice. A disadvantage of
this study is that it does not represent
the types o f businesses that might
locate in Montana. The coal mining
firms included, for example, engage
in underground mining rather than
Montana’s strip mining. Only a single
type o f manufacturing is examined —
electronics — which may not be
representative o f manufacturing
generally. Nevertheless, the results are
o f interest.
Montana’s taxes were second or
third highest among the eight states
for the oil firms, the big coal firms,
and the small metal firm. In each
case property and severance taxes
were the majority o f the tax burden
although corporate income taxes were
also important for the small oil firm
and the small metal firm.
Montana’s taxes were lowest among
the eight states for the other four
firms. The absence o f a sales tax in
Montana was an important factor in
each case, especially for the large
metal firm which was in a
developmental stage. For the
electronics firms, Montana’s corporate
income tax was the highest, but this
was more than offset by the lowest
and second lowest property taxes and
the absence of a sales tax.
The reader is cautioned again that
the results o f this study may not be
representative for Montana business as
a whole. However, it suggests certain
conclusions. Montana does tax natural
resource industries heavily. The
limited information about nonresource
businesses — here represented by a
survey o f two firms in a single
industry — suggested that the absence
o f a sales tax and apparently low
property tax rates can make Montana
an attractive business location.
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Montana’s tax capacity and tax
effort
We have noted several times that one
o f the difficulties in comparing taxes
across states is that states vary a great
deal in which taxes are levied at
which rates. So far, we have adopted
two approaches to making these
comparisons. First, we measured total
tax revenues per person or as a
percentage o f income. Second, we
compared the taxes that would be
paid by particular individuals or firms
if they had been in various states. The
Advisory Commission on
Intergovernmental Relations has
developed a third method for
comparing taxes: tax capacity and tax
effort.
The ACIR method involves three
steps. First, the tax base in each state
is tabulated for each o f twenty-six
commonly used taxes, including
income, property, sales, resource
extraction, and so forth. Second, an
identical set o f tax rates is applied to
these tax bases to determine how
much revenue each state would raise
if each state used the same tax rates.8
This measure is called tax capacity; it
is measured on a per capita basis and
expressed as an index with the
national average equal to one
hundred. Note that tax capacity does
not depend on the taxes a state
actually levies; rather, it is a measure
o f how much revenue each state
would raise if every state imposed the
same income tax rates, the same sales
tax rate, and so forth. In short it is a
method o f adding together the
(twenty-six) different tax bases to
come up with a single number that is
a comprehensive measure of a state’s
tax base. Tax capacity is a broader
measure of ability to pay than the one
we have implicitly used previously:
income per capita.
The third and final step is to
8ACIR implicitly assumes that the tax base
in each state would not be affected by
changes in the tax rates; this is almost
certainly not the case. However, the
measure remains useful as an index of the
overall tax base of a state; it can be
considered to be a weighted average of the
different tax bases with the weights equal
to the tax rates.
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compare the tax revenue the state
actually raised with the amount o f its
tax capacity, again expressing the
result as an index number with the
U.S. average equal to 100. This
number is called tax effort.9 Tax
effort amounts to a weighted average
o f all (twenty-six) different tax rates;
it provides a single number to
measure how high taxes are.
Montana’s tax capacity and tax
effort are shown in table 7. Our tax
capacity is 5 to 15 percent above the
national average for all three o f the
years shown. This stands in sharp
contrast to comparisons based on
income per capita — where we are
below the national average — as a
measure o f ability to pay. We
conjecture that the difference stems
from Montana’s endowment o f natural
resources which adds relatively more
to the tax base than it does to
personal income.
Montana’s tax effort is below the
national average. This means that
when all the different tax rates are
averaged together, Montana’s tax
rates are 3 percent to 8 percent below
average. Montana’s tax effort is just
above the median, ranging from
seventeenth to twenty-fourth among
the forty-eight states. We suggest that
this represents a balance among
several competing factors. Montana
ranks somewhat below the median in
taxes on families. But Montana does
have high tax rates on natural
resources. When these are averaged
together, Montana ends up near the
middle of the distribution o f tax rates
across states.

T able 7
Montana's T a x Capacity
and T ax Effort, 1981-1983

Tax Capacity
Index1
Rank2
Tax Effort
Index1
Rank2

’Technically, tax effort is a Laspeyres
index (like the Consumer Price Index) of
tax rates with the tax bases as the weights
and the standardized tax rates as the base
year “prices.”
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1982

1983

114
8-9

110
12

105
15

92
24-25

97
17

94
22-23

Source: Advisory Commission
on
Intergovernmental Relations (ACIR), Signifi
cant Features o f Fiscal Federalism, 1985-86
ed. (Washington, D.C., 1986), pp. 130-131.
‘The index is the per capita tax capacity or
effort divided by the per capita for all states,
with the index for the average set at 100.
2Ranks exclude Alaska, Hawaii, and the
District of Columbia. Some ties are indicated.

2.

A Summing Up
We have sought to provide an
overview of Montana state and local
revenues with particular attention to
the question: Is Montana a high tax
state? Our conclusions are as follows:
1. Montana is a high tax state when
measured by revenues or taxes per
capita or relative to income.
Viewed from the other side o f the
budget, this amounts to saying
that Montana is a high
expenditure state. Indeed
Montana ranked eleventh in per

1981

3.

4.

capita expenditure and third in
expenditure relative to income
among the forty-eight states in
1984 (ACIR, p. 189). Whether
such a level o f expenditure is
appropriate is beyond the scope
o f this article. Such an evaluation
would necessarily involve
consideration o f the costs o f
providing public services in a very
low population state, among other
factors.
Taxes paid directly by families
whose principal source o f income
is wages and salaries are not high
in comparison with other states.
Income, property, and other taxes
on these families are generally
lower, as a fraction o f income,
than are taxes in other states, in
part because Montana does not
have a sales tax. Property tax
rates on single family homes
appear to be below average.
Instead, Montana appears to have
financed its higher level of
expenditures largely by receipts
from taxation o f natural
resources. Net and gross proceeds
taxes together with severance
taxes account for 23 percent of
total tax revenues. Excluding
these sources o f revenue, Montana
taxes declined as a fraction of
income and per capita between
1970 and 1984.
The limited information
considered on business taxes
confirmed that Montana’s tax
rates on natural resource
industries tend to be high relative
to other mountain states. The
same information suggested
relatively low property taxes and

the absence o f a sales tax may
make Montana an attractive
location for electronics
manufacturing companies. The
information on which these
conclusions are based is, however,
incomplete.
5. We were unable to compare the
tax treatment o f agriculture in
Montana with that in other states.
6. The overall level o f tax rates in
Montana appears to be close to
the average for all states. High
tax rates on natural resource
industries are offset by lower tax
rates on individuals and
nonresource businesses. Thus,
whether Montana is a high tax
state depends on which section —
individuals, resource businesses, or
other businesses — is being
considered.
Our analysis o f taxation in Montana
has necessarily been incomplete. We
have not determined, for example, to
what extent natural resource taxation
might have discouraged development
in Montana, or how much greater the
boom o f the 1970s might have been
with lower tax rates. Looking to the
future, one must ask what are the
implications o f the depression in
energy development. Most wells and
mines will presumably not shut down
in the short run, so production is not
likely to collapse in the same way that
exploration has. If low oil prices
persist for some years, however, there
will be downward pressure throughout
the energy sector. Montana’s
dependence on natural resource
revenues makes the future o f prices
and production a crucial issue.

Verne W. House is professor o f
agricultural economics and economics
at Montana State University,
Bozeman, and is extension economist
fo r the Cooperative Extension Service.
Douglas J. Young is associate professor
o f agricultural economics at Montana
State University, Bozeman. Currently
he is a visiting faculty member at
Camegie-Mellon University in
Pittsburgh.
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THE SALES TAX REVISITED

M

ontanans have never been
overly enthusiastic about having
a state sales tax, although previous
Montana Poll results have shown
that opposition is also not as
overwhelming as many might think.
Polls taken since 1981, and most
recently in March 1986, have shown
anywhere from 51 to 56 percent
favoring a sales tax. And in those
same polls, close to half, ranging
from 40 to 48 percent, have been
opposed.
In the most recent Poll, conducted
about a month before the November
election, the idea o f a sales tax was
raised again — as a way to reduce
property taxes, and as an alternative
to offset the loss o f property tax
revenues envisioned under two ballot
initiatives. While support for a sales
tax was again not overwhelming,
and slightly lower than in the past,
the Poll results suggest that
Montanans would be much more
receptive to a sales tax than to
increased income taxes to alleviate
some o f the revenue concerns o f the
state.
The Montana Poll, conducted by
the University o f Montana Bureau o f
Business and Economic Research

and cosponsored by the Great Falls
Tribune, interviewed 402 adult
Montanans between September 25
and October 7 on this and several
related issues, including four major
ballot initiatives.
Montanans were asked whether
“the legislature should start a sales
tax and use the money to help
reduce local property taxes.” Fortyseven percent said they agreed with
the idea, while virtually as many (46
percent) disagreed. Am ong just the
likely voters — those who said they
were registered to vote and that they
were “almost certain to vote” or
“probably” would vote on November
4 — only slightly more (49 percent)
agreed with a sales tax for this
purpose; 45 percent were opposed.
Perhaps as might be expected,
sentiments differed noticeably among
Montanans who favored and opposed
the two property tax initiatives on
the ballot — 1-105, which would
freeze some property taxes, and was
approved, and CI-27, which would
have abolished property taxes
altogether, and was voted down.
1-105 supporters were only slightly
more inclined to favor the sales tax
(about five in ten, versus four in ten

opposed), but CI-27 supporters were
strongly in favor by a margin of
easily two to one. Opponents o f the
two measures, on the other hand,
were decidedly opposed to the sales
tax suggestion, with 1-105 opponents
more strongly opposed. In addition,
those who favored tax reform (in
another earlier question) were
strongly in favor o f a sales tax by
about two to one, while those for the
status quo (no reform needed) were
strongly opposed, by a margin of
over three to one.
In sharp contrast to the sales tax
idea, though, there was no
difference in the sentiments
expressed about the idea o f raising
income taxes to help reduce local
property taxes. Across the board,
and even among initiative supporters
and opponents, and among “tax
reformers” and “status quos,” about
seven in ten were opposed.
Another set o f questions asked
respondents how they would offset
the loss o f property tax revenues
under 1-105 and under CI-27 if they
were making the decision — would
they do it “through a sales tax,
through higher income taxes, or
some other way?” In each o f these

T able 1
H ow to Offset the Loss of Property T ax Revenues
Under CI-27

Under 1-105

Sales tax
Higher income taxes
Some other way (volunteered
responses):
Combination of sales tax
and higher income taxes
Reduce spending
Lottery
Coal tax funds
Other ways
Don’t know

All
Respondents
(n = 402)

Registered
to Vote
(n = 331)

Registered
and Likely
to Vote*
(n 1 313)

All
Respondents
(n = 402)

Registered
to Vote
(n = 331)

Registered
and Likely
to Vote3
(n = 313)

42%

44%

44%

39%

41%

42%

9%

8%

8%

8%

8%

7%

1%
3%
6%
1%
8%
30%

1%
3%
6%
1%
10%

1%
4%
6%
1%
10%

6%
2%
4%
1%
9%

7%
3%
4%
1%
9%

28%

26%

31%

6%
2%
4%
1%
9%
29%

28%

Note: Percentage detail may not add to 100 due to rounding.
‘Said they were “almost certain” to vote (279) or “probably” would vote (34).
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instances, the preference for a sales
tax rather than higher income taxes
was again evidenced (table 1). In
both cases, about four in ten overall
opted for a sales tax, while only
about one in ten opted for higher
income taxes. At the same time,
roughly three in ten were unable or
unwilling to take a position, and the
rest volunteered other alternatives.
The stronger preference for the
sales tax, over higher income taxes,

was again found among 1-105
supporters (48 percent) but more so
among C l-27 supporters (55
percent).
Overall, then, while the sales tax
perhaps garnered a bit less overall
support than it has in previous Polls,
it certainly would appear to be the
preference over increased income
taxes to alleviate some o f the state’s
tax revenue concerns — the lesser of
two evils, perhaps.
0

Susan Selig Wallwork is the director
o f survey research, Bureau o f Business
and Economic Research, University o f
Montana, Missoula. Nicole Flemming,
production editor o f the Montana
Business Quarterly, assists with the
Poll. Quarterly editor Mary L.
Lenihan is associate director o f the
Poll, and fim Sylvester, Bureau
statistician, is responsible fo r the P oll’s
computer programming and data
processing.

County Data
Packages
Now Available
In case you haven’t heard, the Bureau of Business and Economic Research
has simplified your search for county-level data. The most frequently-requested
county statistics are now contained in the Bureau’s new County Data Packages.
Compiled within a series of data tables is pertinent information, most of which
is not available from any other source. You’ll find:

• Population, by age and sex (1980-1985)
• Households, by type (1980-1985)
• Total personal income, nonfarm labor income, prop
erty income, transfer payments, and farm income
(1980-1985)
• Total personal income, by major component, and
per capita income (1968-1984)
County Data Packages are updated frequently, so you can be assured of hav
ing the most current information possible. You can purchase County Data
packages individually at $10 per county. Or you can purchase them for all fiftysix counties at a total cost of $250.
For sensible, meaningful economic planning for your business or agency, use
County Data Packages. If you would like further information, contact the Bureau
of Business and Economic Research, University of Montana, Missoula, 59812,
(406) 243-5113.
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Betting and Booze:
Montanans Vote
on Lifestyle
Issues
1916-1982
E L L IS W ALDRON

n the elections held in November,
Montana voters approved, among
other things, measures which will
establish a state lottery and affect the
state drinking age. These ballot issues
extended a series of votes on lifestyle
questions that reaches back more than
two generations to the adoption of
state liquor prohibition in 1916.
Gambling and liquor consumption
habits have figured prominently
among the 166 ballot issues submitted
to statewide popular vote in nearly a
century o f statehood. What can we
learn about the tastes and interests of
Montanans across seven decades from
their votes on these questions? These
were the lifestyle issues:
Prohibition, 1916. Voters approved
(58.2 percent in favor) a referendum
to prohibit “intoxicating liquors of
any kind” in Montana. This statute
became effective two weeks before
ratification of the eighteenth
“Prohibition” amendment to the U.S.
Constitution.
Prohibition repeal, 1926. Voters
approved (53.3 percent in favor) an
initiative to repeal the 1916 state
liquor prohibition statute. Since
federal Prohibition was still in effect,
this removed the state from liquor law
enforcement and left that job to
federal agents.
Prohibition, 1928. Voters rejected
(54.1 percent opposed) an initiative
that would have adopted the federal
Volstead Act as a new state liquor
prohibition law. Adoption would have
returned responsibility for liquor law
enforcement to the state. (National
Prohibition ended in 1933 and
Montana then set up a state monopoly
o f wholesale liquor distribution.)
Liquor-by-the-drink, 1938. Voters
approved (62.3 percent in favor) a
referendum to allow sale o f liquor by
the drink in licensed bars purchasing
liquor from the state monopoly.
L iquor tax, 1958. Voters approved
(53.9 percent in favor) a referendum
to sustain legislation that doubled the
state excise tax to 16 percent on
liquor distributed by the state liquor
monopoly.
Drinking age, 1978. Voters
approved (76.3 percent in favor) a
state constitutional amendment to set
a minimum drinking age o f nineteen
years. This made an exception to the
1972 Montana Constitution which
fixed the age o f legal majority at
eighteen years.
13

93Twelve counties, mostly western or straddling the Continental
Divide, took a \permissive’ view on the liquor and gam bling
issues.99
D rinking age, 1978. Voters
approved (76.1 percent in favor) a
referendum to increase the legal
drinking age from eighteen to
nineteen. This statute implemented
the constitutional amendment noted
above.
W ine sales, 1978. Voters approved
(60.1 percent in favor) an initiative to
license the sale o f “table wine” in
groceries and pharmacies. This
exempted wine from the state
monopoly on distribution o f “hard”
liquors.
Beer and liqu or license quotas,
1982. Voters rejected (60.2 percent
opposed) an initiative that would have
abolished a quota system for beer and
wine licenses in restaurants and
“prepared food establishments.”
Slot machines, 1950. Voters
approved (71.7 percent in favor) a
ban on slot machines in non-profit
organizations and rejected a legislative
referendum to allow their legalization
by county-option vote.
Legalize gambling, 1972. Voters
approved (61.1 percent in favor) a
constitutional referendum that allowed
voters or the Montana Legislature to
authorize gambling.
Extension o f gambling, 1982.
Voters rejected (62.4 percent opposed)
an initiative that would have licensed
gambling under the control o f a state
gaming commission.
In addition to these liquor and
gambling issues, a number of other
lifestyle issues have been placed before
Montana voters. These included
measures to regulate boxing (1914,
1916, 1920) and horse racing (1922),
to tax tobacco (1950, 1966), to
require marriage license tests (1936),
and local regulation o f obscenity
(1978).
Lifestyle questions have attracted
more votes than matters o f taxation,
public debt, and government
organization appearing on the same
ballot. Their common feature is that
they are “sumptuary” issues designed
to regulate personal expenditure or
consumption habits on moral grounds.
They address a basic social issue:
whether a tax or a police regulation
should limit individual behavior for a
presumed common good.
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Montana is a large state. Within its
borders regional differences o f opinion
on liquor, gambling, and other
lifestyle questions have been sharp
and remarkably persistent. A closer
examination o f the votes on liquor
and gambling identifies these regional
differences.
County voting patterns on liquor
and gambling questions from 1916
through 1982 are shown in table 1.
For this analysis, the vote o f each
county was compared to the total
state vote that decided the issue. A
“regulatory” position was a vote
higher than the state average to
impose or to retain control. A “per
missive” vote was a vote less than the
state average to impose or to retain
control. A county vote within 5
percent o f the state average was
classified as “moderately” more regu
latory or permissive than the state
norm. A county vote more than 5
percent above or below the state
average was classified as “strongly”
more regulatory or permissive than
the state vote.
T o provide an overall picture, an
average “score” for the vote on all
T able 1
Montana County Voting Records
on Lifestyle Issues
1916-1982
Permissive Regulatory Moderate
Beaverhead
Cascade
Deer Lodge
Glacier
Granite
Jefferson
Lewis and
Clark
Madison
Mineral
Missoula
Powell
Silver Bow

Blaine
Chouteau
Daniels
Dawson
Fallon
Garfield
Lake
Liberty
McCone
Phillips
Pondera
Prairie
Ravalli
Richland
Roosevelt
Sheridan
Stillwater
Sweet Grass
Teton
Treasure
Valley

Big Horn
Broadwater
Carbon
Carter
Custer
Fergus
Flathead
Gallatin
Golden Valley
Hill
Judith Basin
Lincoln
Meagher
Musselshell
Park
Petroleum
Powder River
Rosebud
Sanders
Toole
Wheatland
Wibaux
Yellowstone

twelve issues was computed for each
county. When this was done, the
counties sorted into three rather
clearly defined categories: “permissive”
(average score o f 1.25 to 2.08);
“moderate” (average score o f 2.42 to
3.33); and “regulatory” (average score
o f 3.42 to 4.00).
. Twelve counties, mostly western or
straddling the Continental Divide,
took a permissive view on the liquor
and gambling issues. These counties
S Beaverhead, Cascade, Deer Lodge,
Glacier, Granite, Jefferson, Lewis and
Clark, Madison, Mineral, Missoula,
Powell, and Silver Bow — include
four o f the largest cities (Great Falls,
Missoula, Helena, and Butte).
Twenty-one counties, primarily
rural and agricultural and all but two
east o f the Continental Divide, took
regulatory positions on these issues:
Blaine, Chouteau, Daniels, Dawson,
Fallon, Garfield, Lake, Liberty,
McCone, Phillips, Pondera, Prairie,
Ravalli, Richland, Roosevelt,
Sheridan, Stillwater, Sweet Grass,
Teton, Treasure, and Valley. Only
Lake and Ravalli are west o f the
Divide.
The remaining twenty-three
counties including Gallatin (Bozeman)
and Yellowstone (Billings) showed a
generally moderate voting pattern.
T o examine the voting performance
o f all fifty-six counties is beyond the
scope o f a brief article. We will look
instead at the record o f the six most
populous urbanized counties that
comprised about one-third o f the state
population in 1930 and about onehalf o f it in 1980.
Metal mining put Montana on the
map. Statehood was granted in 1889.
In 1900, four o f the six urban
counties we will examine had 40
percent o f the state population. All
four were directly or indirectly tied to
mining or metals production: Silver
Bow (Butte, with mining and
smelting); Lewis and Clark (Helena
and East Helena, smelting); Cascade
(Great Falls, smelting); and Missoula
(lumber for mine timbers and smelter
fuel).
In comparison with the other two
urban counties — Yellowstone
(Billings) and Gallatin (Bozeman) —
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By significant margins, Butte's voting record on liquor and
gambling questions has been the most consistently permissive in
the state."
these four counties have taken a
permissive position on liquor and
gambling questions. Despite some
changes across several generations,
their record suggests that their
demographic and cultural orientation,
rooted in industrial enterprise, has
been an important factor influencing
voters.

Silver Bow County (Butte)
Butte, the great copper camp, was the
largest and most influential
community in the state until after
World War II.
In 1920 nearly 30 percent o f Butte’s
population was foreign-bom, with
more than 12 percent o f the total
from Great Britain and Ireland.
Other nations substantially
represented were Germany, Austria,
Yugoslavia, Italy, Greece, and
Finland. Roman Catholicism was the
dominant religious affiliation, with
more than half the church
membership. Partisan political
preference for major offices
(president, governor, and U.S.
Congress) was 60 percent Democratic
in the 1930s. This proportion has
increased steadily, to 70 percent or
more in the 1980s. Butte voters have
sent few Republicans to the state
legislature.
By significant margins, Butte’s
voting record on liquor and gambling
questions has been the most
consistently permissive in the state
(table 2). Silver Bow voters showed
the greatest opposition to state liquor
prohibition in 1916 and the strongest
approval o f its repeal in 1926. They
gave the strongest support for liquor by-the-drink in 1938 and the strongest
opposition to doubling the state liquor
tax in 1958. In 1978 only Carter
County showed more opposition than
Butte to raising the drinking age.
Silver Bow voters were most
inclined to legalize slot machines in
1950 and second only to voters in
Mineral County in support of
legalized gambling in 1972. In 1982,
Butte voters supported extension of
the gambling privilege by a margin
significantly higher than those in Deer
Lodge County (Anaconda) and
Mineral County, the only other
counties to favor that change.

Butte voters were strongly more
permissive than the state average on
nine of the twelve liquor and
gambling issues, and moderately more
permissive than the rest o f the state
with respect to raising the drinking
age in 1978 and to abolishing liquor
license quotas in 1982.
But their participation rate
(proportion o f those voting as
compared with the largest Montana
vote cast for president, governor, or
U.S. senator or representative) was
usually substantially below the state
average of vote on the issues.

Lewis and Clark County (Helena)
Helena, the territorial and state
capitol, also was founded by mining
interests. Its “Last Chance Gulch”
yielded a spectacular gold strike in
1864. Like Butte, it is situated in the
mountainous west central part of the
state, a few miles from the
Continental Divide.
The gold boom brought fortune
and glitter to Helena and a satellite
smelter city (East Helena) processed
metals. In 1920 nearly 20 percent of
the population was foreign-born with

T able 2
L iquor and Gam bling Questions
1916-1982
Six Montana Urban Counties
Silver
Bow
1916, Prohibition
adoption
1926, Prohibition
repeal
1928, Prohibition
adoption
1938, bar sales of
liquor
1950, slot machine
legislation
1958, liquor tax
increase
1972, legalize
gambling
1978, drinking age
amendment
1978, drinking age
referendum
1978, wine sale in
groceries
1982, gambling
extension
1982, abolish
liquor quotas
Average score

Lewis &
Clark

Cascade

Missoula

Yellow
stone

Gallatii

1

1

1

3

3

4

1

1

1

3

4

4

1

1

1

2

4

3

1

1

3

2

2

3

1

1

2

3

2

3

1

1

2

3

2

4

1

3

1

1

3

4

1

2

3

2

2

3

2

2

3

1

2

3

2

2

2

1

1

3

1

3

2

3

4

4

2

1

3

1

1

1

1.25

1.58

2.00

2.08

2.50

3.25

1 = Strongly permissive (more than 5% from state average)
2 = Moderately permissive (within 5% of state average)
3 = Moderately regulatory (within 5% of state average)
4 = Strongly regulatory (more than 5% from state average)
Average score ranges for 56 counties: Permissive 1.25 - 2.08
Moderate 2.42 - 3.33
Regulatory 3.42 - 4.00
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6Yellowstone County voters have been more sympathetic to the
regulation o f liquor and gam bling than the voters o f the other
urban centers
significant numbers from the British
Isles, Scandinavia, Germany, and
Austria, and lesser numbers from
Yugoslavia, Italy, and Greece.
Catholicism has been the dominant
religious affiliation. Helena is the seat
o f a diocese, with a Catholic college
and a handsome neo-Gothic
cathedral. Partisan preference for
president, governor, and U.S.
Congress has been closely balanced —
moderately for Democrats in the
1930s, early 1940s, and after 1972,
but narrowly Republican from 1946
through 1970.
On lifestyle questions the voting
preference has been only slightly less
permissive than Butte, at least
through the 1960s. Helena voters were
strongly more permissive than the
state on six o f eight liquor questions
and moderately more permissive on
raising the drinking age in 1978. They
gave less support than the state as a
whole to legalized gambling in 1972
and to extended gambling privileges
in 1982.

Cascade County (Great Falls)
Great Falls was founded as a major
hydroelectric site on the Missouri
River. Pioneer developer Paris Gibson
understood the potential for a
settlement o f major importance and
promoted railroads to link the
community with metal mines to the
southwest and agriculture on the
Great Plains.
Hydroelectricity supplied a major
smelter and provided power to mill
grain. The community experienced a
boom during World War II, thanks in
part to the establishment of
Malmstrom Air Force Base in 1942.
For a time during and after the war,
Cascade County was the most
populous in the state.
In 1920 one-fifth o f Cascade
County’s population was foreignborn, with significant groups from
Scandinavia, Great Britain, Ireland,
Germany, and Austria. There were
also sizeable groups from Yugoslavia,
Italy, and Greece. Roman Catholicism
was the major religious affiliation and
continues to have an influence. In
1971, Roman Catholics accounted for
more than one-fourth o f all church
members. Partisan political preference
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for major national and state offices
has been consistently Democratic.
Cascade County voters have been
second only to Silver Bow voters in
their support for Democrats, reflecting
the strength o f industrial unions and
the Farmers’ Union.
Cascade County voters were strongly
permissive on liquor questions in
earlier years; only Lewis and Clark
voters were more opposed to the
return o f state prohibition in 1928.
More recently, Cascade voters took a
moderately regulatory position on
liquor questions, beginning with
liquor-by-the-drink in 1938 and
continuing through the raised
drinking age in 1978 and the liquor
license quota issue in 1982.
Voters were strongly or moderately
permissive on gambling issues. They
were moderately permissive with
respect to legalization o f slot machines
in 1950, strongly permissive on
legalized gambling in 1972, and
moderately permissive on extending
the gambling privilege in 1982.

Missoula County (Missoula)
Missoula County has-been one o f the
state’s most important timber
processing centers. It is the
headquarters o f Region I o f the U.S.
Forest Service. The area’s wood
products industry, including several
sawmills and a pulp and paper plant,
provides a large proportion o f the
area’s employment and income.
Missoula is also an important trade
center for most Montana counties west
o f the Divide and it is the home o f
one o f the state’s two most important
universities.
Missoula was less industrial than
Butte in its early years and attracted
fewer immigrants. In 1920, 15 percent
o f the county population was foreignborn. The largest group was
Scandinavian; other immigrants came
from the British Isles, French Canada,
Germany, Austria, Italy, and Greece.
Roman Catholics have been the
largest single religious group, though
not so dominant as in Helena or
Butte. Partisan political preference for
president, governor, and Congress has
been moderately but consistently
Democratic.

On the liquor and gambling
questions Missoula County voters have
had a mixed record. They were
moderately regulatory in 1916 on the
establishment o f state prohibition, and
on its repeal in 1926, but they took a
moderately permissive position in
1928, voting against its return. They
took a moderately to strongly
permissive stance on raising the
drinking age and on allowing grocery
sales o f wine — showing stronger
support for this issue than did voters
in any other county. They also voted
a strongly permissive position
supporting abolition o f liquor license
quotas in 1982.
Missoula County voters have had a
mixed record on gam bling issues.
They took a moderately regulatory
position when they voted against slot
machine legalization in 1950, a
strongly permissive position in favor of
gambling legalization in 1972, but a
moderately regulatory view in
rejecting extended gambling in 1982.
In general, then, Missoula County
voters have been moderate in their
view o f these issues while taking
several strongly permissive positions on
issues since 1972. They have been less
permissive than voters in Butte,
Helena, and Great Falls, but more
permissive than the voters in Billings
and Bozeman. This may reflect the
variety o f voting constituencies present
in Missoula County over the years. It
is flanked by less populous counties
with widely differing records on these
sumptuary issues. Mineral County,
where the wood products industry is
o f paramount importance, has one of
the most permissive voting records in
the state. But Ravalli County, with
substantial numbers o f retirees and
significant conservative religious
congregations, has been strongly
regulatory on liquor and gambling
questions.

Yellowstone County (Billings)
The Billings region has had a
substantially different settlement
pattern from other major Montana
communities. Strongly tied to
agriculture, it was a processing center
for meat products and beet sugar. Oil
and coal development came only after
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4 Until the 1982 vote to abolish liquor license quotas , all
liquor and gam bling votes [in Gallatin County] were signifi
cantly less permissive than those o f other urban centers.
World War II, when the resource
industries in Butte, Helena, Great
Falls, and Missoula were well
established. By 1950 Yellowstone
County outranked Cascade as the
most populous county and it has
continued to grow in population and
importance, to becom e the largest
regional trade center in the state.
In 1920 Yellowstone County had a
population that was 15 percent
foreign-bom. About one-third o f these
were from Russia, many being from
German families that had been
invited to Russia to farm.
Scandinavia, the British Isles,
Germany, and Austria accounted for
most o f the rest. Roman Catholicism
was the largest single religious
denomination through the early
1970s, accounting for more than onefourth o f total church membership.
Yellowstone is flanked by counties
where single Protestant groups —
Lutheran in Sweet Grass, Presbyterian
in Treasure — have accounted for
more than half o f the church
members. Yellowstone County voters
were narrowly balanced between
Republicans and Democrats through
the New Deal and W orld War II,
strongly Republican from 1948 to
1964, and again narrowly balanced in
recent decades.
Yellowstone County voters have
been more sympathetic to regulation
o f liquor and gambling than the
voters o f the other urban counties
noted thus far. They voted a strongly
“dry” position on liquor prohibition in
early decades. But recently the
county’s voters took a strongly
permissive stance on grocery wine
sales in 1978 and on abolition of
liquor license quotas in 1982. They
took a moderately permissive position
on slot machines in 1958, a
moderately regulatory position on
gambling in 1972, and a strongly
regulatory position against extending
gambling privileges in 1982.

Gallatin County (Bozeman)
Bozeman was named for the frontier
scout who blazed a trail from the
Yellowstone River Valley to the gold
fields further west. The town grew
first to serve the needs o f those

headed to the gold fields and then to
serve the farmers and ranchers who
settled in the area. It still is strongly
tied to agriculture and today has the
smallest population and the smallest
industrial component am ong the six
urbanized counties noted here. It is
the seat o f Montana State University.
Gallatin County differs from the
others noted here in the roots o f its
population. Immigrants have
comprised a smaller proportion,
accounting in 1920 for less than 10
percent o f the residents. No single
religious group has been dominant; by
1970 Gallatin County was one o f three
counties in the state and the only one
am ong the six urbanized counties in
which no single religious
denomination had one-fourth o f the
church members.
Partisan political preference has
been mixed — Democratic through
the New Deal but Republican since
the 1950s, edging back toward a
balance in recent elections.
Gallatin County voters have taken a
consistently regulatory position on the
sumptuary issues examined here. Until
the 1982 vote to abolish liquor license
quotas, all liquor and gambling votes
were significantly less permissive than
those o f the other major urban
centers. The strongly permissive vote
to abolish liquor license quotas
suggests the influence o f a substantial
university student population and o f
the tourism industry at an important
gateway to Yellowstone National Park
and ski slopes.
The voting pattern suggests
evolutionary change from an
agricultural community to a regional
center with interests and values
approaching those o f the more
populous and industry-oriented
communities. The November 1986
vote on the drinking age and state
lottery may confirm such a trend.

County rankings
Significant differences exist among
average scores o f the fifty-six counties
in their voting positions on these
lifestyle issues. Let’s look at how the
six urban counties voted in relation to
the other fifty.
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Ranked in order o f permissiveness,
Silver Bow was first, Lewis and Clark
third, Cascade eighth, Missoula
eleventh, Yellowstone sixteenth, and
Gallatin thirty-first among the fifty-six
counties. Ranked by inclination to
impose controls, Gallatin was twentysixth, Yellowstone forty-first, Missoula
forty-sixth, Cascade forty-ninth, Lewis
and Clark fifty-fourth, and Silver Bow
fifty-sixth among the fifty-six counties.

Categories of voters
Statistical correlation o f votes with
census data supports some modest
profiles o f differences in the mix of
voters among the counties. We can
briefly note some o f these profiles and
compare the position o f the six urban
counties to the rest o f the state.
L iqu or prohibition, 1926 and
1928. The strongest support to impose
liquor prohibition cam e from
younger, rural voters, and recent
settlers o f the high plains. Older,
higher-paid urban industrial workers
were strongly opposed. Silver Bow,
Lewis and Clark, and Cascade voters
favored repeal in 1926; Gallatin and
Yellowstone county voters favored
prohibition. Voter participation was
generally high, but Silver Bow voters
had below-average turnout on
restoration o f prohibition in 1928.
Liquor-by-the-drink, 1938. There
was strong support for bar sales o f
liquor-by-the-drink am ong older,
urban, industrial voters. Those from
agricultural counties, especially where
grain and cereal crops were important
(as compared to livestock) were
strongly opposed. Democrats were
moderately opposed statewide. Silver
Bow and Lewis and Clark voters were
strongly favorable. Voter participation
was inverse to the level o f support.
Thus Silver Bow voters strongly
favored bar sales but voter turnout
was below the state average.
Legalization o f slot machines,
1950. Rural voters were strongly
opposed. Older voters from more
industrialized counties were strongly
favorable. The better-educated were
moderately favorable. Silver Bow
voters were more favorable than
Montana voters as a whole. There
were no significant differences among
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counties in the rate o f participation.
L iquor tax increase, 1958. Rural
voters favored this; urban industrial
voters opposed it. Silver Bow voters
were strongly opposed. Cascade,
Gallatin, and Lewis and Clark
counties had participation rates higher
than the state average. Yellowstone’s
participation was lower than the state
average; Silver Bow’s was much lower.
Legalized gambling, 1972. Rural
voters were opposed, especially those
in the “grain” counties. Urban voters
supported it, with greater support in
the major cities. Silver Bow voters
were more favorable, Gallatin voters
less favorable than voters statewide.
The participation rate in the urban
counties was slightly lower than the
state average.
Raising the drinking age, 1978.
The vote on both the amendment and
the referendum showed an unusually
narrow range o f differences across the
state. “Grain” and higher-income
counties were the most favorable;
urban and Democratic counties were
moderately opposed. Among the six
urban counties, Missoula voters were
most opposed to raising the drinking
age — in a “college town.” Silver Bow
and Yellowstone counties had
participation rates below the state
average.
Grocery sale o f wine, 1978. Urban,
Democratic, industrial and bettereducated voters gave substantial
support. Rural voters were opposed.
Among the six urban counties,
Missoula voters were most strongly in
favor. Voter participation was similar
to each county’s level o f support —
the higher the support, the higher the
participation.
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G am bling extension, 1982. Rural
county voters opposed this;
Democratic and industrial voters were
favorable. O f the six urban counties,
Silver Bow voters were significantly
more favorable. Better-educated voters
and those from counties with recent
population growth were more likely to
vote on this issue.
A bolition o f liqu or license quotas,
1982. Older Montanans from rural
counties were more strongly opposed,
but those from “grain” counties were
more moderate in their opposition.
Voters in larger and growing
population centers and from more
strongly Democratic counties, and
better-educated voters strongly favored
the proposal. Among voters in the six
urban counties, those in Missoula
were most favorable. The
participation rate was closely related
to the level o f support for the
measure.
JZ1

Ellis Waldron was professor o f
political science at the University o f
Montana, Missoula. H e is now retired,
and resides in Madison, Wisconsin.
His Atlas of Montana Elections,
1969-1976, co-authored ivith Paul B.
Wilson (Missoula: University o f Mon
tana Publications in History, 1978) is
the most thorough study ever under
taken o f Montana elections.
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ELLIS WALDRON

DOES RELIGION MAKE A DIFFERENCE?

C

ertainly the views and preferences
o f voters are influenced by many
factors. But religious affiliation
clearly influenced the way
Montanans voted on ballot issues
concerning liquor and gambling.
This is not surprising because
religious teachings touch on the
sumptuary questions raised by
gambling and consumption of
liquor. There are recognized
denominational differences of view
on such matters.
A geographer, Wilbur Zelinsky,
said “few factors are as potent and
sensitive as religion” in the
identification o f cultural regions. A
political scientist, Daniel Elazar,
identified two prevailing political
“cultures” which he labeled as
“moralistic” and “individualistic,”
reflecting ethnic and national origins
o f local populations. In his view
regions are “moralistic” where the
predominant religious tradition is
Calvinist or Scandinavian Lutheran,
common in areas settled by migrants
from northern Europe. He finds
“individualistic” cultures where the
predominant religion is Roman
Catholic, rooted among Welsh,
Cornish, Irish, and central European
migrants.
The classifications used in this
analysis o f Montana voters —
“regulatory” or “permissive” —
derive from a legal notion o f the
police power rather than religious
belief, but they translate roughly
into Elazar s concepts. His
“moralistic” culture tends to express
a “regulatory” position while the

“individualistic” view tends to take a
“permissive” approach to sumptuary
legislation.
The 1920 census was the last to
provide significant information about
national origins o f immigrants to
Montana; the proportion o f foreignb om had declined by later censuses,
and was too small to be useful in
analyzing voting trends. The last
official census o f religious
congregations was reported in 1936.
Unofficial censuses conducted by
interdenominational agencies in 1957
and 1971 lack information on
Mormon congregations that are
prominent in some Montana
counties. Yet in most respects the
data in the 1957 and 1971 church
censuses are consistent with the
official 1936 census and the patterns
discussed here are probably accurate
for analysis of ballot issues through
the early 1970s.
Catholics were the principal (at
least 25 percent o f church
membership) or dominant (50
percent or more) denomination in
eleven o f the twelve counties with a
“permissive” voting record on liquor
and gambling issues. They were the
principal or dominant congregation
in eighteen o f the twenty-four
counties with a “moderate” voting
record. Lutheran and other
Protestant denominations were the
principal or dominant congregations
in thirteen o f the twenty counties
with a “regulatory” record.
Catholics comprised the principal
denomination in eighteen o f the
twenty-four counties voting a
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“moderate” position on liquor and
gambling, but they were dominant
in no counties of this group.
Lutherans were the principal
denomination in five counties with a
“moderate” voting record.
Conversely, Catholics were the
principal or dominant denomination
in seven (Blaine, Chouteau, Dawson,
McCone, Garfield, Pondera, and
Valley) o f the twenty counties voting
a “regulatory” position. But none o f
those seven lies west o f the
Continental Divide; all are northern
or eastern, situated among counties
in which Lutherans are prominent or
dominant and sharing a non
industrial “grain” or livestock
culture.
Despite exceptions there was an
overall pattern. No western counties
in which Catholics were dominant
voted a “regulatory” position on
liquor and gambling. No counties in
which Lutherans or a single
Protestant group were dominant
voted a “permissive” position on the
liquor and gambling issues.
Exceptions to the general
alignments doubtless attest the
influence o f regional factors other
than religion; one exception suggests
the impact o f proximity and
mobility. Powell County on the west
flank o f the Continental Divide was
“mixed Protestant” but voted among
the twelve permissive counties; it lies
between Missoula and Helena where
Catholics were the principal or
dominant congregation and voting
preferences were “permissive.”
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JAMES L. BROCK

Where Are They Now?
Results of a survey of
recent Montana State University
business graduates

Montana provide enough jobs
D oesto keep
its college graduates

here? How do our business graduates
fare in today’s job market? Are recent
graduates satisfied with the quality of
education they receive here?
Some o f the answers to these and
other questions were provided by a
recent survey. The College o f Business
at Montana State University contacted
347 randomly selected graduates of
the classes of 1980 through 1985 and
inquired about their career directions
and satisfaction. While the findings
are intended primarily for internal
“quality control” purposes, many of
them also should prove interesting to
the greater Montana business
community. This article discusses:
where recent MSU business graduates
are working; what their career
positions entail; their incomes; and
their overall career fulfillment.
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Location and income
O f perhaps greatest interest to the
Montana business community is
information about where our college
graduates are finding employment. In
these times o f econom ic uncertainty,
some have said that if the state
economy does not begin to grow more
rapidly, Montana’s biggest export will
be its young people. There are no
comparable figures showing where our
graduates found employment during
the rosier economic times o f the
1970s, but the current data indicate
that, indeed, many business graduates
are finding employment out o f the
state.
Respondents were asked where they
lived and worked, and about their
incomes. O f the 228 respondents who
reported their location, 113 (slightly
less than 50 percent) were currently in
Montana. The other half are

employed out o f state. The greatest
“importers” o f MSU business
graduates were nearby states:
Washington (28 graduates); Colorado
(16); California (12); Wyoming (9);
and Minnesota (9).
With respect to income,
respondents were asked to indicate
their 1985 earnings from “workrelated” sources. Table 1 reports these
income data.
We examined the income data by
location, and the data show
convincingly that graduates working
in Montana earn lower incomes than
those who have found employment
out o f state. For example, o f the
respondents earning less than $15,000
annually, 65 percent live and work in
Montana. Conversely, o f graduates
surveyed earning in excess o f $30,000,
75 percent are employed outside of
Montana.

While some might claim we lose
our “best and brightest” students to
other states, this survey indicates that
this is not necessarily the case. Since
85 percent o f the survey respondents
identified themselves in an optional
questionnaire item, we were able to
compute grade point averages o f the
survey group. W e found that
respondents employed outside
Montana differed virtually not at all
from those who stayed, with respect to
scholastic performance.
The information on location,
however, points to the confirmation of
what has long been suspected: slightly
fewer than half o f the Montana State
University business graduates between
1980 and 1985 that we contacted are
employed in Montana. Nearly 90
percent o f the undergraduate students
enrolled at the institution at any time
are from Montana. Thus it is evident
that a substantial proportion o f MSU
business graduates are an “export
product” o f the state. Graduates
working outside o f Montana earn
substantially higher incomes than
those employed in Montana. T o the
extent that incomes are reflective of
career opportunities, students leave
Montana because in-state
opportunities are limited.

Current employment
Also o f interest is the type of
employment our graduates have
found. O f the total, 93 percent
reported being employed full-time;
most o f the rest reported being
employed part-time. (Graduates who
are unemployed or “underemployed”
may have been less likely to have
participated in the survey.) The most
heavily represented occupations are
reported in table 2.
Other occupations represented (with
at least five responses) include: data
base manager, district or area
manager, insurance agent, public
school teacher, and systems engineer.
Over two-thirds o f the respondents
reported receiving some training in
job-related activities from their
current or former employer. In
general, training was concentrated in
sales-related areas or in computers
and data base management. Training
tended to have been in both a school
and on-the-job context (47 percent) or
on-the-job only (40 percent) rather
than in a school setting only (14
percent).

T able 1
Respondents* 1985 Incom e
Under $10,000
$10,001 to $15,000
$15,001 to $20,000
$20,001 to $25,000
$25,001 to $30,000
$30,001 to $35,000
$35,001 to $40,000
More than $40,000

10%
16%
25%
16%
14%
6%
5%
5%

No response

4%

Source: Montana State University College of
Business Alumni Survey, 1986.
Note: Percentages do not add to 100 due to
rounding.
T able 2
Current Job Titles
Number

Description

33

Sales representative (includes
real estate)
Retail manager or assistant
manager
Accountant/bookkeeper
(non-CPA)
Loan officer or manager
Auditor
Clerical, clerk, secretary
CPA
Sales manager
Stockbroker
Administrator/executive
(vice president or better)
Bank or financial institution
manager
Office manager

27
19
12
11
11
10
10
9
8
7
7

Source: Montana State University College of
Business Alumni Survey, 1986.

Career placement and
satisfaction
Respondents were asked to indicate
the extent to which they are pursuing
the career for which they had
prepared themselves at MSU. They
used a scale o f 1 to 5, with 5
representing that they were doing so
“to a great extent,” and 1
representing “not at all.” Almost three
respondents in five (60 percent)
responded with a 4 or 5, and only 6
percent reported “not at all.”
When this variable was analyzed by
major, accounting graduates emerged
as the group most likely to be
pursuing the career for which they
had trained at MSU; 83 percent of
the accounting majors responded with
a 4 or 5 on this item. The
percentages of other majors
responding similarly were: business

education, 67 percent; management,
57 percent; marketing, 54 percent;
and finance, 53 percent.
When asked about their overall
level o f satisfaction with their career,
results were similar. Sixty-five percent
reported being satisfied or very
satisfied, and only 10 percent
indicated they were dissatisfied or very
dissatisfied.
When career satisfaction was
analyzed by major, business education
graduates (persons preparing for high
school teaching) were the most
satisfied; 89 percent reported they are
very satisfied or satisfied with their
careers. The percentages o f other
majors indicating they are very
satisfied or satisfied were: finance, 82
percent; accounting, 74 percent;
marketing, 58 percent; and
management, 57 percent.
The high satisfaction expressed by
business education and accounting
majors may be due in part to
relatively quick access to the desired
career position. That is, business
education and accounting majors are
able to seek and achieve their
occupational goal, at the entry level,
immediately upon graduation. By
contrast, a higher proportion of
management majors may require
several years to “find their niche” in
terms of specific career directions,
and may require more time to move
up in the organizational structure to
positions which are more satisfying
from a career perspective. The high
level o f career satisfaction expressed
by finance majors does not fit this
model. One thing to keep in mind is
that the respective levels o f career
satisfaction for different academic
majors may differ markedly fifteen or
twenty years after graduation from
what they are just one to five years
after graduation.
Career satisfaction was not
necessarily tied to income. For
example, nearly half the business
education majors reported 1985
earnings of $15,000 or less, yet they
reported being quite satisfied with
their careers. The accounting majors
reported the highest incomes, with
nearly one-fourth reporting 1985
earnings o f more than $30,000.
Marketing majors were next, with
about one-fifth in the $30,000 or
more category.
One of the most surprising results
o f this study was that grade point
average is not significantly associated
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**It is encouraging that MSU graduates seem satisfied with the

quality o f education they received there."
with income, career satisfaction, or
location. The better scholastic
performers do not necessarily earn
higher incomes, at least during the
early years of their careers. In fact,
the average grade point average for
respondents reporting they earned
$15,000 or less in 1985 was 3.03,
while that for those earning in excess
o f $30,000 was 2.93! As noted earlier,
grade point averages did not differ by
location, either.

Satisfaction with Montana State
A major goal o f this study was to
discover how satisfied survey
respondents are with the education
they received at Montana State.
Respondents were asked: “Overall, to
what extent do you feel you received a
business education at MSU which
prepared you adequately to enter the
career you trained for?” On a scale of
1 to 5, with 5 representing “to a great
extent,” two-thirds responded with a
4 or 5, and none gave the worst
possible evaluation.
When asked to specify any areas of
the MSU business curriculum needing
expansion or deletion, thirty-five
respondents expressed the need for
more computer experience. A number
o f others expressed the need for more
“practical” education. Sixteen desired
more hands-on or internship
opportunities, and an additional
thirteen requested more “real world”
applications. Fifteen respondents
expressed the need for more training
in speaking and making oral
presentations, twelve wanted more
training in the area o f personnel and
“people in organizations,” twelve
wanted more finance, and ten
expressed the need for greater
orientation toward small business. It
should be noted that particularly with
respect to computer experience and
“hands on” and internship
opportunities, the College o f Business
at Montana State University has for
several years dedicated increasing
effort to these areas. The need for
further effort is therefore underscored
by these survey responses.
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Graduate education
Is success possible without a Master of
Business Administration (MBA)
degree? For recent graduates, the
answer seems to be yes, though some
o f those surveyed said they are
considering pursuing that goal.
Less than 10 percent reported they
had attended graduate school or
currently were enrolled in graduate
school, while another 10 percent
reported they planned to attend. O f
the respondents in these categories,
most reported seeking or planning to
seek an MBA degree, while the others
were pursuing or planned to pursue a
Master o f Science degree. Others
reported they had thought seriously
about graduate education, but that
they did not currently have plans to
attend. No respondent reported
pursuing, or even being interested in,
a doctorate.

Final thoughts
These were some o f the highlights of
the survey. It is encouraging that
MSU graduates seem satisfied with the
quality of education they received
there. It is disturbing that so many
are leaving the state to find job
opportunities, opportunities that have
turned out to be higher paying than
in-state job opportunities. On the
other hand, nearly two-thirds of all
respondents reported being satisfied or
extremely satisfied with their careers.
This is particularly encouraging in
light o f the economic recessions and
restricted employment opportunities
that characterized the placement
market everywhere during much o f
the 1980-1985 period.
James L. Brock is associate professor
o f marketing at Montana State
University, Bozeman.
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